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Abstract: The article explores a number of documents which provide vivid pictures of XVIth century dramatic performances. The evidence here at stake discloses an increasingly elaborate scenographic language, the growing tendency toward a profusion of decorative elements, a «realistic» characterization – to the detriment of a rather symbolic one –, experiments concerning the treatment of physical space, the development of music, the first steps toward the production of scenic illusion, and, throughout all this, the love for splendour and magnificence. Each of these features stems from the fact that this kind of theatre is written in Latin – hence the need to cause awe among an illiterate (as far as knowledge of Latin is concerned) audience; they also stem from ground-breaking theatre theory. Jesuit theatre, anticipating much of what modern theories on drama take for granted, greatly enhances the wealth of linguistic and extralinguistic codes. Arguably, such wealth of codes has given rise to the development of the sort of scenography eventually inherited by European baroc theatre.
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1. Introdução

Num breve mas pertinente estudo sobre investigação em teatro jesuítico, N. Griffin (1975: 411) chamou justamente a atenção para o erro que consiste em estudar o teatro jesuítico dando exclusiva atenção ao estudo literário, ou examinando minuciosamente a estilística e a métrica
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